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ISBA SEMINAR 2020 Fiesch (Switzerland) 

RULES & REGULATIONS

1. The International Shiseikan Budo Association Seminar (ISBAS) is a gathering dedi-
cated to joint practice of Budo, to promote friendship, respect and cooperation between
people.

2. ISBAS 2020 is organized in the name of International Shiseikan Budo Association 
(ISBA) by Fû Tô Kan and SDK Budo.

The Chief Organizer of the Seminar is Mr. Bruno Senoner.

3. Seminar is an exclusive event for invited and qualified participants only.

4. During seminar participants shall show openness, good will and manners, and assume 
positive intentions. Also, they shall unite engagement with mindfulness and measure - 
care for development and health of themselves and of others.

5. In mutual relationships participants respect cultural heritage of theirs and of others.

6. Everyone upholds common harmony, comfort, tidiness and order.

7. Unless satisfactorily solved by involved parties, everyone shall report all occurring 
problems and misunderstandings to organizers and a representative of ISBA Board, 
and accept given solutions with favor and patience. All incidents or threatening situa-
tions should be reported immediately. ISBA Board will be responsible for further han-
dling the issue.

8. During practice, participants shall obey teachers’ instructions and guidelines.

9. Participants should be sensitive to each other and act approprately to skills, abilities 
and capacities of their co-practitioners.

10. Participants should inform teachers, partners in dojo, the organizer and ISBA Board 
representative about any fact concerning safety of practice.

11. Everyone shall observe the Sport Resort Fiesch internal regulations as well as organiz-
ers’ guidelines, deadlines and seminar calendar.

12. Everything concerning personal insurance matters connected with participation in the 
seminar, all participants arrange by themselves and on their own.

13. Participants agree for further eventual use by organizer, ISBA Board and Shiseikan - 
for archival, educational and promotion benefits - seminar photos / videos with their im-
ages.
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14. If anyone wants to take a photo, video or record a voice/words during interpreted parts 
of the seminar (practice, ceremonies, meetings, meals, lectures, Q&A sessions etc), 
then:

a. organizer, ISBA, Shiseikan and interpreters are informed of any intended recording.

b. copies of all audio and video recordings is given each for organizer, ISBA, Shiseikan 
and interpreters.

c. no distribution (for money or without money), including internet channels like youtube, 
vimeo or dojo/private websites etc., of audio or video recordings is allowed without or-
ganizer, ISBA, Shiseikan and interpreter's knowledge and without their written ap-
proval. It also applies to accurate quotations, even if only written down.

d. organizer, ISBA, Shiseikan and interpreters can freely accept or reject chosen requests
for recording (analog, digital or written down) elements of the seminar, unless previ-
ously agreed.

e. participants can freely take notes for their personal use.

15. Participants agree to share their names, dojo and country data with each other, and 
agree their personal data submitted in application to be recorded by Seminar Office, 
ISBA Board and Shiseikan for organizing and archival purposes of the seminar.

16. Seminar fee (neither whole nor part of) is not returned under any circumstances, unless
paid by another participant replacing the vacancy.

17. Disrespect to the Rules and Regulations or disobedience to decisions of organizers is 
understood as an immediate resignation of the participation in the seminar.
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